Abstract-Accurate online network monitoring is crucial for detecting attacks, faults, and anomalies, and determining traffic properties across the network. With high bandwidth links and consequently increasing traffic volumes, it is difficult to collect and analyze detailed flow records in an online manner. Traditional solutions that decouple data collection from analysis resort to sampling and sketching to handle large monitoring traffic volumes. We propose a new system, Pegasus, to leverage commercially available co-located compute and storage devices near routers and switches. Pegasus adaptively manages data transfers between monitors and aggregators based on traffic patterns and user queries.
I. INTRODUCTION
Detecting anomalies, attacks, and faults, and determining network traffic properties require online monitoring support. Accurate monitoring also aids network operators in optimizing network performance in a timely manner. Network monitoring entails (1) data collection at spatially separated monitors, and (2) processing aggregated monitored data at aggregators. The aggregators maintain monitoring data and extract globally relevant information that may not be observable at individual monitors. High bandwidth links have led to increasing traffic volumes, and have made it challenging to collect and process detailed flow records across different monitors at a centralized aggregator in an online manner. The monitored data that is of interest -the anomalies, attacks, top bandwidth consumers and worms -is typically much smaller than the entire monitoring data collected, making it inefficient to transfer the entire flow record data sets to a centralized location.
To deal with the large size of monitoring data and lack of compute and storage resources at the monitoring locations, standards such as NetFlow [1] and sFlow [10] resort to sampling data before exporting it to the centralized location. Sketches have also been proposed to represent flow information in succinct forms [12] , [16] , [18] , [22] , [35] . However, solutions relying on sampling or sketches invariably introduce false positives and false negatives, as (1) they are not designed for aggregation queries (2) the analysis engine has to operate over a lossy data set. Sampling and sketching parameters also need to be set without a priori knowledge of the traffic and user queries.
We argue that network monitoring is more effective when collection of monitoring data and analysis of the data are coupled via a feedback mechanism. In other words, the monitoring requirements of the network operator should dictate the load of the monitoring tasks. Such an adaptive (or iterative) approach to network monitoring reduces the monitoring cost while maintaining high measurement accuracy. The feedbackbased mechanism can use monitoring range assignment (what flows should each monitor collect and maintain) and sampling assignment (the sampling rate of the flows at different monitors) as tuning knobs for the monitoring task. With recent advances in hardware technology, co-located storage and compute can be supported in network devices at a low cost. For example, the Cisco SRE modules [2] or HP ONE blades [5] connected to network switches via two 10 Gbps links can make the feedback-based monitoring system feasible. We leverage recent advances in co-located compute and storage at network devices to design a feedback-based network monitoring system which we call Pegasus.
As one of the application instances, we use Pegasus to detect global icebergs, a set of flows with a common property contributing a significant amount of traffic across the entire network [25] , [41] , [42] . Example icebergs include bandwidthconsuming flows, distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, heavy-hitters in content distribution networks (CDNs) that denote "important" objects, anomalies, and worms. Current commercial network monitoring systems like the InMon Traffic Sentinel [6] support iceberg queries such as identifying "top talkers" and top destinations in order for network operators to detect congestion and anomalies. Other example iceberg queries are presented in MIND [32] . The main challenge with global iceberg detection is that icebergs may appear small at individual monitors, but contribute significant traffic when aggregated over all monitors. For instance, a DDoS attack can go undetected at a monitor but when the monitoring data across all the monitors is analyzed collectively, the attack can be detected and appropriate steps can be taken.
Pegasus comprises multiple aggregators and monitors, each deployed on a co-located compute and storage unit to share the responsibility of monitoring the entire network. We propose an aggregation technique for Pegasus that uses a feedback-based algorithm to detect iceberg flows with low monitoring cost and high accuracy.
The key contributions of this work are: (1) The design of Pegasus, a system using co-located compute and storage for distributed network monitoring, (2) An adaptive aggregation method for Pegasus to answer general queries made possible by our sketch-set representation, and (3) With extensive experiments with traces from three different sources and a live PlanetLab deployment, we show that Pegasus can provide high precision monitoring with significant reduction in communication overhead for the iceberg detection problem.
Roadmap: Section II defines the iceberg detection application. Section III describes the Pegasus adaptive aggregation system and approach. Section IV explains our algorithms. Section V experimentally compares Pegasus to previous approaches. Section VI summarizes related work, and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. EXAMPLE: GLOBAL ICEBERG DETECTION
We use global iceberg detection as a case study to illustrate Pegasus operation. The iceberg detection problem entails identifying large flows with a common property denoted by a flow identifier. Traditionally, the flow identifier is 5-dimensional (source IP, destination IP, source port, destination port, and protocol), but it may be one-dimensional as well. For example, if the flow identifier is the source IP address, the icebergs correspond to the top talkers or major traffic sources in the network. If the flow identifier is a destination IP, large flows can aid in detecting DDoS attacks. Similarly, destination IPs associated with a larger number of connections (distinct port numbers) may be a sign of suspicious port scanning activity. More generally, the flow records can be mapped to a collection of flow signatures based on monitoring requirements. Aggregation on these signatures can lead to the discovery of network anomalies.
A stream of (one-dimensional) flow records at each monitor is represented by the tuple (id,size). The field id is a flow identifier and size is the size of the flow. Let size(id) denote the size of the flow with identifier id. The iceberg detection problem corresponds to finding the set of flow identifiers I from the total set of N distinct identifiers across all the monitors, with total size S = i∈N size(i), such that ∀i ∈ I, size(i) ≥ Sθ, where S |N | 1/θ [30] . In other words, iceberg flows have an aggregated size (across the monitors) greater than Sθ, where θ is the global iceberg threshold factor represented as a fraction of the total size. Such iceberg flows are limited in number in comparison to the total number of flows. It is important to note that an iceberg flow may not appear to be a large flow at any of the individual monitors. Although the input parameter θ can be hard to determine, in some applications like ensuring SLAs, the threshold value can be obtained from SLA agreements.
III. PEGASUS SYSTEM OVERVIEW Pegasus comprises two major software components: monitors and aggregators, executing on co-located compute and storage units. The monitors are responsible for storing and manipulating the local monitoring data received from agents (probes). The agents are software components that run within a switch or router to generate flow records. An sFlow agent is one such example that runs on sFlow enabled switches. The monitor typically receives and stores flow records from its nearest agent. For example, a monitor running on Cisco SRE module [2] or an HP ONE blade [5] on a switch chassis receives flow records from agents running on the switch of the same chassis. With dedicated interfaces connected to these colocated compute and storage units, an agent can transfer large volumes of high precision flow data to its local monitor. Currently, a typical minimal blade is configured with Xeon quadcore, 2.2 GHz processors and 128 GB disk memory, enabling the monitors to store detailed flow records and execute expensive monitoring tasks. Monitoring queries like those issued on NetFlow or sFlow data can be distributed and executed over Pegasus monitors. However, some complex aggregation monitoring queries like top-k monitoring or global iceberg detection still remain a challenge. In Pegasus, aggregators are responsible for interacting with monitors and providing answers to aggregation queries. Given that monitors can collect large volumes of fine-grained flow records, aggregation incurs a significant load on the network. To reduce to communication overhead between monitors and aggregators, Pegasus uses an adaptive aggregation process.
A. Overview of Adaptive Aggregation
A naive approach for iceberg detection is to send all flow records to a centralized location for analysis. The volume of flow records, however, can be prohibitively large. Sketching and sampling summarize a large data set using a representative smaller set of monitoring data. Iceberg detection then involves combining flows with common identifiers and estimating their sizes. Sketching and sampling are practical but approximate, usually yielding false positives or negatives. Adaptive aggregation in Pegasus also uses such summarized monitoring data to reduce to monitoring overhead. However, it goes a step further to resolve any uncertainty in the summarized representation, i.e., adaptive aggregation is iterative in nature. Initial iterations summarize a larger volume of data with little memory (low accuracy). After the aggregator provides feedback to the monitors, subsequent iterations accurately summarize more specific (to the monitoring application) data. To support such feedback based resolution, we propose a sketch-set flow record representation.
We define a sketch-set as an approximate low memory representation of a collection of flows and flow sizes. Each monitor creates sketch-sets based on the flow records it receives and sends them to the aggregator. The aggregator combines sketch-sets from different monitors, identifies sketch-sets that are likely to contain iceberg flows and eliminates unimportant sketch-sets. For example, suppose that the size of sketch-set is defined as the size of the smallest flow within the sketchset. If the sum of sizes of sketch-sets that (approximately) represent the same set of flows exceed the iceberg threshold The aggregator can then ask the monitors for a more accurate representation for these specific sketch-sets and begin the next iteration. As another example, assume that the size of a sketchset is the size of the largest flow within the sketch-set. If the sum of sizes of sketch-sets that represent the same set of flows do not exceed Sθ, the sketch-sets are guaranteed not to have an iceberg flow. To enable comparisons of common flows among different sketch-sets and their sizes, they need to support basic set operations like union, intersection and subtraction. Figure 1 pictorially describes the adaptive aggregation process. The aggregator terminates the iterative process when all icebergs have been detected. To ensure convergence, monitors send sketch sets of finer-granularity in each subsequent iteration. The next time window begins when the aggregator detects all the icebergs and there are no uncertain sketch-sets.
In summary, to enable an aggregation mechanism that adaptively and iteratively identifies global icebergs, we propose the following constraints on a sketch-set: (C1) A sketch-set must support an arbitrary collection of flows. (C2) A sketchset must represent all flows used in generating the sketch-set. It may additionally represent flows not in the set. This introduces uncertainty (lossy monitoring information) but reduces memory overhead. (C3) A sketch-set must support set operations (UNION, INTERSECTION, and SUBTRACTION) that can be manipulated to represent any arbitrary collection of flows. (C4) A sketch-set has one or more parameters that represent the size (e.g., number of bytes, packets, or connections) of the flows in the sketch-set. (C5) A sketch-set has a granularity parameter that characterizes the "coarseness" level of a sketchset. This is used to quantify the accuracy of representation and ensure that the feedback based mechanism converges. (C6) A sketch-set must consume much less memory than all flows represented by the sketch-set 1 .
IV. PEGASUS ICEBERG DETECTION

A. Sketch-set Representation
We propose a simple range-based sketch-set representation that satisfies conditions C1-C6 in the last section. A one-dimensional sketch-set is a 4-tuple containing the following elements: (1) startId: All flows that belong to the sketch-set satisfy id ≥ startId. (2) endId: All flows that belong to the sketch-set satisfy id ≤ endId. (3) maxSize: The upper bound on the size of any flow that belongs to sketch-set. (4) minSize: The lower bound on the size of any flow that belongs to sketchset. A sketch-set query request sent by an aggregator contains only the startId and endId elements. The id and size of a flow depends on the specific monitoring application (e.g., a port scanning application can have id as the destination IP and size as the number of connections).
Alternative summarized set representations for flows such as counting Bloom filters or other sketches [12] , [16] , [18] , [22] , [35] cannot satisfy all sketch-set requirements and are hence unsuitable for adaptive aggregation (e.g., a Bloom filter cannot perform SUBTRACTION without violating condition C2). Flows that are represented by a multi-dimensional identifier (e.g., source address and destination address) require a startId and endId for each dimension. When the startId and endId are equal, the sketch-set has a single item (singleton sketch-set).
B. Coarse Sketch-set Creation at Monitors
Monitors perform the UNION operation on the sketch-sets on a potentially large set of flows. Flows with similar flow sizes are grouped in the same sketch-set. An example of the adaptive aggregation algorithm is depicted in Figure 2 Granularity (G) of a sketch-set is an indicator of how approximate the representation of flows is (the compression factor) in the sketch-set. For the iceberg detection application, the granularity is defined as the difference between maxSize and minSize. Intuitively, when the granularity of a sketch-set is bounded, all flows represented by the sketch-set have a similar size. In Figure 2 , Agent 1 has created coarse-grained sketchsets with granularity 15 (i.e., the sizes of the flows in the sketch-sets do not differ by more than 15 from each other).
To ensure convergence, the monitors send finer granularity sketch-sets over each successive iteration. We achieve this by decreasing the granularity threshold G by an exponential factor after each iteration. This exponential factor is called the granularity reduction factor (α) and is an input parameter to the adaptive aggregation algorithm. After the i th iteration, the value of G is Sα i where α ∈ (0, 1). To speed up the algorithm, some large flows (potential global icebergs) are sent as singleton sets (e.g., 128. 41.10 .210 in Figure 2 ). We use a second parameter called the local iceberg threshold factor (β) to classify such large flows. If a flow size is LIS or more, it is sent as a singleton sketch-set (with maximum resolution), where LIS = Sθ/M β, β ∈ (0, 1) and M is the number of monitors. Section V-A1 gives intuition on how the parameters work together and their impact on performance. In summary, parameters α and β are used to control the granularity variation across iterations. Procedure CreateCoarseSketchSets() creates coarse-grained sketch-sets with a bounded granularity (G) by applying Procedure DISJOINT-UNION() on singleton sketch-sets. After this operation, the constraints on the four elements of the sketchset (startId, endId, maxSize, and minSize) are not violated. The variable SCSS denotes the set of all coarse-grained sketchsets and is the end result of the procedure. The method uses the variable LIS to classify local icebergs.
Input: Sketch-set: ss1 Input: Sketch-set: ss2 Output: The union of two disjoint sketch-sets: ss ss ← ∅ ; ss.startId ← MIN(ss1.startId, ss2.startId); ss.endId ← MAX(ss1.endId, ss2.endId); ss.minSize ← MIN(ss1.minSize, ss2.minSize); ss.maxSize ← MAX(ss1.maxSize, ss2.maxSize); return ss ; Procedure DISJOINT-UNION
C. Sketch-set Aggregation across Monitors
When an aggregator receives the set of coarse grained sketch-sets from the monitors, it dismantles them into disjoint sketch-sets. Figure 2 shows an example of the disjoint set generation. The sketch-sets from different monitors are aggregated together and their maxSize and minSize estimates are updated (e.g., the second sketch-set at the Input: The set of flow records (singleton sketch-sets) observed by the monitor: FR Input: Granularity threshold: G Input: Size of local iceberg: LIS Output: A set of coarse grained sketch-sets: SCSS ss ← ∅ ; SCSS ← ∅ ; foreach f ∈ F R do if f.minSize ≥ LIS then SCSS ← SCSS ∪ f / * f is large enough to be sent as a singleton sketch-set * /; else union ← DISJOIN T -UNION(ss, f ) / * union of ss and f * /; if union.Granularity < G then ss ← union; else SCSS ← SCSS ∪ ss ; ss ← f ; end end end SCSS ← SCSS ∪ ss ; return SCSS ; The Aggregation() method provides the pseudo code for the aggregation of sketch-sets. The definitions of the SUBTRACT and INTERSECTION functions specific to our sketch-set are omitted for brevity, but can found in our technical report [24] .
Procedure CreateCoarseSketchSets
After aggregating sketch-sets and producing a collection of disjoint sketch-sets with updated min and max sizes, sketchsets with a small maxSize (non-iceberg flows) are eliminated. If the minSize of a sketch-set exceeds the iceberg threshold size (Sθ), it is guaranteed to have an iceberg. In Figure 2 , all sketch-set which are grouped as Non-Icebergs do not have a flow whose maxSize more that 200. If the maxSize is larger than the iceberg threshold, the sketch-set is marked as uncertain. The sketch-set {128. 41.10.110, 128.41.10.120, 90 , 240} (at the aggregator) in Figure 2 has a maxSize of 240 which implies that there could be a flow in the sketch-set with an aggregated size more that 200. To resolve uncertain sketch-sets, the aggregator requests finer-grained sketch-sets from the appropriate monitors. With the example in Figure 2 , the aggregator requests both the monitors for finer-grained sketch-sets whose flow identifiers (destination IP) lie within {128.41.10.110, 128.41.10.120}. A query sketch-set generated by the aggregator contains two fields (startId and endId) to indicate the range of flow identifiers that can have global icebergs. The size parameters (minSize and maxSize) are not included in the query.
D. Monitor Response to Query
After the monitors receive requests for finer-grained sketchset information, all flows corresponding to a given sketch-set query request are looked up. The flows are combined again using the CreateCoarseSketchSets() procedure with a smaller granularity threshold (αG). Since α < 1, all the sketch-sets in the iteration will have a finer resolution than in the previous one. Figure 3 continues the example of showing how monitors respond to a query for the second iteration. After a local lookup, both the monitors decide to send singleton sketchsets. The aggregator processes these singleton sketch-sets and identifies global icebergs in sketch-sets that were uncertain in the previous iteration.
V. EVALUATION
The Pegasus monitor and aggregator were implemented in ≈ 3000 lines of C++ code using the GNU Linux socket API. This includes wrapper scripts that convert flow records specified in multiple formats (sFlow, NetFlow, and flowtools) to a common raw flow format (5-tuples) used by our implementation. The messages sent by the monitors to the aggregators include the number of sketch-sets followed by a binary representation of the list of sketch-sets.
We evaluate Pegasus using three setups: (1) A five-minute Abilene trace collected from eleven sites, with Pegasus (all monitors and an aggregator) deployed on a single host. (2) sFlow traces from an enterprise network, with Pegasus deployed on a blade server. (3) Pegasus deployment and monitoring of live PlanetLab traffic saved as NetFlow traces. Due to space limitations, performance benefits for the sFlow traces and scalability benefits of our adaptive aggregation method are presented in the appendix of our technical report [24] .
We again use the iceberg detection application as a case study, evaluating its performance and communication overhead. The communication overhead is measured in terms of the percentage of communication cost savings over a naive approach. The cost of the naive approach is the total size of all records transferred from the agents to a centralized aggregator.
We detect global icebergs for a single dimension based on the destination IP address, destination port, or source port. Most of the real-world queries of top talkers, top destinations, and queries in MIND [32] are variants of this one-dimensional iceberg detection. In the Abilene and sFlow traces, one additional iceberg flow is inserted to increase the difficulty of the detection process. The size of the inserted global iceberg is close to the iceberg threshold and is equally distributed across all agents.
A. Abilene Trace Experiments
We use 5-minute 11-node Abilene NetFlow traces (also used in [25] to study global iceberg detection using the SampleSketch scheme). The flow traces were originally collected with a 1 in 100 sampling rate. The trace is unsampled by including additional small flows to perceive the overhead effects in storing and processing a large number of fine-grained flow records. For every sampled NetFlow record, nine small flow records are added such that they contribute about 20% of the total packet count. This way, a heavy tailed distribution of flow sizes is maintained to match typical Internet flow size distributions. After insertion of small flows, the data set contains close to 5 million records across all sites. This trace is consumed by Pegasus in a single time window.
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As with most of previous work, Sample-Sketch [25] yields approximate answers due to its lossy nature. Sample-Sketch uses both sampling and sketching to identify global icebergs that are otherwise difficult to detect. We use the multistage sketch [22] as a representative of sketches such as [12] , [16] , [18] , [30] , [35] used in Sample-Sketch. The communication cost and accuracy of Sample-Sketch depend on two main parameters: the sampling parameter and the sketch parameter. The sampling parameter is the packet sampling frequency. The sketch parameter is a threshold value to decide if a flow should be categorized as a local iceberg. It is non-trivial to determine the best sample and sketch parameters. Additional sketch parameters (e.g., number of hash functions used or number of counters) are not varied in our experiments. While the results given in [25] studied a limited range of the sampling parameter, we explore a much wider range of the sampling and sketch parameters.
To determine the best parameters for the Sample-Sketch method, icebergs are detected with the help of an off-line oracle that can yield complete solutions (i.e., there are no false positives or false negatives). The lowest communication cost and corresponding sketch and sampling parameters for errorfree solutions are recorded. Table I lists the set of parameters yielding the best solutions for various iceberg threshold values (θ). Pegasus uses constant parameters (α = 0.05, β = 0.95) in the Abilene and sFlow experiments for all iceberg threshold sizes. In Section V-A1 we observe that α and β do not have a significant impact. 1) Micro-benchmarks: As previously discussed, our adaptive aggregation algorithm for detecting global icebergs can be tuned using: (1) a granularity reduction factor α, and (2) a local iceberg threshold factor β. These parameters determine the granularity of the sketch-sets constructed at the monitors. With a smaller β, our algorithm sends more singleton sketchsets. A large value of α leads to the creation of coarse-grained sketch-sets that represent many more flows. Consequently, they provide limited information on the flows over each iteration leading to slow convergence. If α is small, the sketch-sets have increasingly higher granularity in each iteration and provide more information on the flows. This leads to faster convergence at the cost of higher communication overhead. Figure 5 and Figure 6 depict the communication cost savings and the number of iterations taken for different values of α and β in our Abilene trace. We note that β has a negligible influence on the number of iterations and the communication cost. This is possibly due to the heavy tailed distribution of the flow sizes. As expected, the number of iterations increase with larger values of α. However, it has little impact on the communication overhead. For small θ, α should be sufficiently large to reduce communication costs. In other words, for small θ, a faster converging solution can have a higher communication overhead. In high latency networks, it is important to limit the number of iterations to ensure that the algorithm converges before the next time window begins. This is especially important in our PlanetLab deployment where the hosts experience long and variable delays.
2) Scalability with the Number of Monitors: Pegasus uses co-located compute and storage at the monitors. However, it may not be possible to have a monitor at every flow-generating source, i.e., every agent. In this case, the agents send flow 
B. Live PlanetLab Traffic Monitoring
Though Pegasus deployment is primarily aimed at switches and routers with co-located compute and storage, deployment can be naturally extended to end hosts. Deployment of Pegasus on ingress switches or routers can detect attacks and anomalies from the outside network and take necessary preventive action (e.g., detecting DDoS attacks and filtering unusual traffic). Deployment on end hosts can be useful to prevent accidental attacks initiated within the network (e.g., detect if the end hosts are compromised and have formed a botnet).
We deployed Pegasus on PlanetLab to monitor network traffic originating from PlanetLab nodes across all slices. The existing PlanetLab traffic monitoring system, PlanetFlow [27] , periodically transfers PlanetLab log traffic to a centralized location to support traffic queries. This is an example of the naive approach. Unlike Pegasus, PlanetFlow decouples the collection of data from its processing and analysis, which entails a centralized collection and analysis of a large amount of monitoring data (about 1 TB of data every month [8] ). Monitoring PlanetLab with Pegasus provides a real-time, aggregated query support with low communication overhead.
We again consider the top destination iceberg queries. We determine global iceberg flows (θ = 0.01) based on destination IP, destination port, or source port for outgoing traffic from PlanetLab nodes across all slices in real-time. Such online monitoring can prevent accidental DDoS attacks originating from PlanetLab nodes [11] . Similarly, port scanning activity reported in [11] can be detected by adaptively aggregating the number of unique ports associated with destination IPs. Pegasus can be easily extended to monitor PlanetLab slices for CPU, disk, and traffic utilization.
At each PlanetLab node, the outbound traffic from all slices is collected in real time and stored in one-hour NetFlow version 5 dump files. We use a NetFlow replayer to read the tail of the latest dump file, parse the flow records, and replay them to a Pegasus monitor running on the same PlanetLab host machine. All the NetFlow records recorded across PlanetLab hosts during the same UTC time window are replayed and processed together. Pegasus actively identifies and removes slow and unresponsive PlanetLab nodes from participating so that online monitoring time constraints are met. Pegasus is deployed on 304 PlanetLab hosts out of which ≈ 250 hosts participate in the experiments. Due to space limitations, results from PlanetLab replay experiments, are presented in the appendix of our technical report [24] .
Pegasus also provides a live iceberg detection service by There were only a few hosts without a university or research lab domain name (e.g., Comcast and Cox). Due to the lack of public information on slices running on each PlanetLab host, it is difficult to verify high activity slices with PlanetFlow [9] .
Iceberg detection on source ports and destination ports reveal a few interesting phenomena. Figures 8a and 8b show the sorted iceberg source ports and destination ports respectively. The iceberg flows on source port were collected by the Pegasus live service (θ = 0.01) on PlanetLab during one day from ≈ 9AM EST May 7 to ≈ 9AM EST May 8. The icebergs on destination ports were collected from ≈ 9AM EST May 8 to ≈ 9AM EST May 9 and aggregated across all the time windows. We note that port 8 (unassigned), 3 (CompressNET), 80 (HTTP) and 22 (SSH) make it into the list of iceberg source ports with aggregated packet count more that 4 million. Similarly, ports 0 (reserved), 3 (CompressNET), 53 (DNS), 80 (HTTP), 443 (HTTPS) make it into the list of iceberg destination ports. It is important to note that these observations are only based on the outgoing PlanetLab traffic, since we have no access to incoming traffic.
Based on the presence of port 22 in Figure 8a and its absence in Figure 8b , we hypothesize that significant packets are generated by SSH daemons running on PlanetLab hosts sending traffic to non-PlanetLab hosts. Similarly, the presence of port 443 in Figure 8b and its absence in Figure 8a suggests that PlanetLab hosts are extensively using HTTPS to access non-PlanetLab servers. A similar argument can be applied to port 53 (DNS). Not surprisingly, many PlanetLab experiments issue significant DNS lookups.
In contrast, ports 3 and 80 appear as both source and destination ports for iceberg flows. This implies that there is considerable traffic originating from both clients and servers running on PlanetLab nodes. Other examples in this category include ports 7006, 8089, 7107, and 4121.
We specifically looked for the traffic associated with the CoDeeN [3] service which runs on ports 3128, 3127, or 3128. Port 3128 was ranked 89 th among the aggregated icebergs of source ports indicating that it was not a major traffic contributor during this time frame. The CoDNS [4] service running on port 4119 did not rank high in our list of aggregated global iceberg ports. While our observations hold for a oneday aggregated set of global icebergs, many of the ports in Figure 8b and Figure 8a were consistently flagged as iceberg flows in smaller time windows.
VI. RELATED WORK
Previous sections of this paper discussed the most closely related work to ours: Sample-Sketch [25] , ProgME [40] , and MIND [32] . In this section, we discuss a few other related approaches. A summable sketch representation based on second frequency moments [41] detects iceberg flows with low error and theoretical performance guarantees. As with Sample-Sketch [25] , this solution may still have false positives or negatives. In CSAMP [37] , monitor placement and flow range distribution across monitors are varied with the goal of balancing the monitoring load. In contrast, our work focuses on how collection and processing of flow data can impact global aggregation queries. LADS [36] provides scalable multi-stage DDoS detection in provider networks by starting with low cost SNMP data and working towards more expensive high granularity NetFlow data.
Previous literature on continuous global heavy hitter detection and distributed top-k monitoring can be directly incorporated into the Pegasus framework. The threshold algorithm (TA) [23] maintains k entries for each of the top-k items. The TA algorithm, however, can take a large number of iterations to converge when the number of monitors is large. The TPUT [14] algorithm limits the number of iterations to three by estimating a local threshold value for monitors. TUPT can be seen as a special case of our adaptive aggregation algorithm when α and β are both set to 1. Yu et al. [39] extend the TPUT algorithm by accounting the data distribution.
Continuous streaming algorithms [13] , [31] , [33] adopt a filtering-based approach. Local monitors process continuous data streams and only sends information that is likely to trigger a global change in heavy-hitter detection or top-k identification. Similarly, Huang et al. [26] explore a filtering-based approach that leverages in-network processing to detect (PCA-2013 Proceedings IEEE INFOCOM 9 based) network anomalies. More recent theoretical work using the continuous streaming model [19] , [20] , [28] , [29] , [38] proposes communication efficient algorithms and gives bounds to calculate aggregation functions approximately. In contrast to the continuous streaming model, our adaptive aggregation algorithm works in batches of consecutive windows where the goal is to detect global icebergs in the recent past (say the last 1 minute). While Pegasus does not have positives or negatives within a window, it can miss global icebergs that overlap between two consecutive windows. A sliding window model used by [15] , [21] , [34] provides communication efficient aggregation algorithms within a given approximation error. A recent survey [17] briefly explains some of the developments in the area.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We present a system called Pegasus to detect network anomalies by leveraging additional storage and compute from commercial devices such as the HP ONE blades [5] and Cisco SRE modules [2] . To detect global icebergs, we develop an adaptive aggregation mechanism that iteratively extracts selective measurement data from different monitors to reduce the communication overhead and avoid false positives or negatives. To enable this, we propose a generic and flexible sketchset representation to describe and process monitoring data. Our three data sets/deployments (Abilene's Netflow, enterprise network sFlow and PlanetLab's NetFlow) demonstrate key benefits in terms of accuracy, reduced overhead and scalability. We also show that Pegasus is scalable with number of monitors and increasing network traffic [24] , and can provide a live iceberg detection service on the PlanetLab testbed [7] .
